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Rotterdam is one of the world’s youngest, most dynamic and diverse cities; one that encourages and 
inspires all who experience it. People from all over the world have chosen Rotterdam as their home. 
Rotterdam’s diverse character stands as one of its greatest attractions for businesses, trading opportunities, 
international networks, tourists and new citizens. We are proud to have the world reflected in our city. 

The history and development of the city’s reputation on the world stage is intimately linked to more than 
400 years of successful experience in trade and shipping. Rotterdam, described as The Gateway to Europe 
for many years, has become an international trading and business center with a cosmopolitan flair, and 
thereby a world port, world city.

Characterized by its distinctive energy, pioneering spirit, down-to-earth work ethic and innovative cultural 
climate, Rotterdam’s strategic location, excellent facilities, fascinating cultural activities and entertainment 
contribute to its success as a primary destination for both business and pleasure.

Rotterdam is nationally and internationally renowned for its events. The city has lived up to this reputation 
by being the first European youth capital in 2009, by hosting a number of major international events such 
as the Grand Départ of the Tour the France in 2010 - and by presenting itself as the Gateway to the Games 
2012, where athletes from all over the world can prepare for the Olympic Games 2012 in London.    

This booklet is an introduction to the Rotterdam world story; a story created by its people, their 
achievements and ambitions, our story. We cordially invite you to share your experiences with us and to 
become part of our story.

Ahmed Aboutaleb, Mayor of Rotterdam    

PREFACE
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Rotterdam offers a unique blend of competitive strengths, which 
makes Rotterdam the city worthwhile of choice whether it comes 
to living, working, investing, studying, playing or visiting. The 
following are the unique buying propositions for your reference:

• Rotterdam embodies more than 400 years successful experience 
in trade and shipping. It is currently Europe’s largest port and one 
of the five most important ports in the world.

• Rotterdam is The Gateway to Europe, strategically located in 
the European market with excellent access by road, rail, air and 
water. It is also connected to a vast network of fibre optic cables 
and pipelines.

• Rotterdam is aiming at the realization of a 50% reduction of CO2 
emissions and becoming 100% climate proof. Rotterdam uses its 
spirit of innovation and partnership to create new opportunities 
across all aspects of the energy sector.

• Rotterdam is an entrepreneurial city. The city’s ‘room for initiatives’ 
concept and its ‘down to work’ mentality make the city a stepping 
stone for entrepreneurs that wish to realize their vision.

ROTTERDAM IS A 
WONDERFUL PLACE 
TO 
LIVE,  
LEARN,  
WORK AND RELAX.

ROTTERDAM’S 
UNIQUE 
BUYING 
PROPOSITION
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• Rotterdam is home to top quality international renowned 
knowledge institutions and universities, and boasts a talented and 
highly-skilled workforce.

• Rotterdam offers a solid foundation for boosting the health care 
industry and is home to a leading-edge medical university and 
research centre.

• Rotterdam is a thriving city with a cosmopolitan atmosphere, 
encompassing a wealth of cultures and ethnicities from all over the 
world, this offers a dynamic, international lifestyle.

• Rotterdam is a ‘budget-friendly’ city. It has an attractive price 
quality ratio with regards to housing and real estate. It offers a 
truly wide range of options from brand new high-rises in the city 
centre to authentic houses in the suburban area. 

• Rotterdam is known for its rich architectural heritage. Post-
war urban development, great architects and designers with the 
presence of many high-rise apartments and office buildings have 
created a unique and innovative atmosphere, giving Rotterdam its 
universal appeal.

• Rotterdam is a young, trendy and dynamic city and is the most 
modern city in the Netherlands. Rotterdam has a vibrant cultural 
scene and a wonderful assortment of shops, attractions, festivals, 
restaurants – almost 100 cuisines – and parks. It is increasingly 
becoming one of the Netherlands’ most popular city destinations 
for leisure tourists.

• Rotterdam is great for sport and event lovers. It is the ‘event’ 
city of the Netherlands with a broad variety of sports and cultural 
events. Rotterdam has played host to and will be welcoming some 
of the world’s most prestigious top sport events. 

WHAT MILAN IS  
TO FASHION,  
IS ROTTERDAM  
TO ARCHITECTURE.
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The Rotterdam skyline reflects the present image of the 
city: young, dynamic, creative, exciting, open minded and 
international. Rotterdam has always been well connected 
internationally due to its favourable geographical location: it is 
situated on the banks of the river Nieuwe Maas and is directly 
connected to the deep waters of the North Sea.

ROTTERDAM WORLD
CONNECTIONS

CONNECTED BY SEA, PEOPLE, 
CITIES, RAIL, AIR AND ROAD.
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400 YEARS OF INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE
Rotterdam started out as a fishing village in the 13th century, 
when a dam was built to separate the river Rotte from the Nieuwe 
Maas, hence the name Rotterdam. The city received its charter in 
1340 and by the 16th and 17th centuries Rotterdam had become 
a prosperous trading town. In the 17th century Rotterdam was 
not only part of the VOC and the United East Indies Companies, 
which traded with Far East, it was also the home port for various 
sea heroes like Piet Heyn and Maerten Tromp. The development 
from fishing village to international center of trade, transport and 
industry started in the 19th century with the construction of a direct 
connection to the North Sea in 1872: de Nieuwe Waterweg.

GLOBAL WORLD
Throughout its history Rotterdam has been a major point of 
entry for international citizens. Nowadays, Rotterdam is home 
to approximately 600,000 people, encompassing more than 
170 nationalities. About 50% of the population has their roots 
in the rest of the world. The language, skills and knowledge of 
these international citizens give access to overseas contacts and 
links to foreign markets. The largest groups in Rotterdam come 
from Suriname, Turkey and Morocco but USA, United Kingdom, 
Spain, Poland, Scandinavia, China and many others are also well 
represented. Although Dutch is the official language, most of the 
people also speak English and often another foreign language 
as well.

WORLD WIDE CITY NETWORK
The City of Rotterdam actively maintains international relations in 
almost every part of the world. Its network includes cities such 
as Antwerp, Cologne, Dresden, Jakarta, Istanbul, St. Petersburg, 
Saõ Paolo and Shanghai. Moreover, Rotterdam is a full member of 
Eurocities, the network of major European cities. This international 
city network is aimed at increasing international trade and 
cooperation, economic development and at the same time 
promoting the exchange of culture, education, environment and 
social experiences to mutual benefit.

CONNECTIVITY AND ACCESSIBILITY
Rotterdam is well connected to a vast network of international 
motorways, railways and international and intercontinental 
airports. Rotterdam Airport is the most important regional airport 
in the Netherlands and is well connected to the major European 
hubs. Moreover, it has excellent facilities for private jets and is 
open for business jet flights around the clock. Within the near 
vicinity is Amsterdam Schiphol International Airport, which is only 
a 45 minute drive away. Brussels International Airport Zaventem 
and Eindhoven regional Airport are both within 1.5 hours reach. 
Additionally, the European High Speed Train connects passengers 
to Amsterdam Schiphol Airport in 19 minutes and Paris in 
2.5 hours. Other than that, the European High Speed Railway 
network provides comfortable and rapid transportation to and 
from Brussels, Frankfurt and beyond.
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ROTTERDAM
WORLD PORT

MORE THEN 500 SAILINGS 
A WEEK CONNECTS ROTTERDAM 
TO OVER 1,000 PORTS 
WORLDWIDE. THE PORT OPERATES 
24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS 
A WEEK, ALL YEAR ROUND.

Rotterdam has a strategic location, next to the open sea on 
a major river delta, with high quality links to its hinterland 
Germany and beyond. This has made Rotterdam the largest 
port in Europe; a world-class European port. Of all ports, 
Rotterdam has by far the most attractive location, in relation 
to the sea as well as the massive European market of over 
500 million consumers. 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, every 
conceivable form of logistics service is available. Furthermore, 
Rotterdam is an industrial center of global stature. Pre-
on-carriage of goods and hinterland transport is fast and 
efficient via five modes of transport: shortsea/feeder, inland 
shipping, road, rail and pipeline.

WORLDWIDE HUB
More than 500 scheduled sailings a week connect Rotterdam to 
over 1,000 ports worldwide. With a depth of 75 feet, the largest 
sea-going vessels can access the port 24 hours a day, without any 
restrictions imposed by tides or locks. Reliable, safe and sustainable 
are key words in Rotterdam.
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COMPLETE PORT
Rotterdam is a complete port in every respect. For every goods 
flow, several independent terminals offer competitive service for 
efficient handling and storage. The port is also home to a sizeable 
industrial cluster, which benefits from the logistics facilities 
available. In and around the port, you can also find countless 
companies specializing in every conceivable auxiliary service. 

STRATEGIC POSITION IN THE EUROPEAN MARKET
Rotterdam occupies a strategic position in the European market, 
which contains over 500 million consumers. Combined with all the 
facilities available and the distinguishing hinterland connections, 
this makes Rotterdam a logical choice as part of the supply chain 
for many companies. Cargo always reaches its final destination in 
the fastest and most efficient way. Many shipping lines also use 
the port as their first and/or last port of call in Europe.

OPTIMUM ACCESSIBILITY
The quality of its hinterland connections is a major plus for 
Rotterdam. Thanks to the unequalled availability of efficient 
and just-in-time hinterland transport, the port has a clear lead 
over other ports. The majority of Europe can be reached within 
24 hours, depending on the volume, desired speed and price, and 
companies can choose between five attractive modes of transport 
or a combination: shortsea/feeder, inland waterways, railways, 
roads and pipelines.

FAST AND EFFICIENT EXCHANGE OF DATA
The streamlined exchange of data is becoming increasingly 
essential for problem-free logistics. Rotterdam has an advanced 
port community system, which enables companies to exchange 
data electronically both with each other and with the authorities. 
It is easy to take part in and gives parties an immediate, concrete 
advantage in terms of both time and money.

TOP LOCATION IN THE NORTH SEA
Linked directly to the existing Maasvlakte, Maasvlakte 2 will be 
Rotterdam’s new top location in the North Sea. By way of land 
reclamation, the project will create 1,000 hectares of commercial 
land directly on deep navigable water. This new land is earmarked 
particularly for container handling, distribution and the chemical 
industry. The first companies will be able to open their doors on 
Maasvlakte 2 in 2013. The aim is to establish a new standard for 
sustainability while developing the port economically.

DYNAMICS OF THE WATERFRONT SKYLINE
Rotterdam is not only a world port, but also a world city for both 
business and leisure. As one of the most vibrant port cities in the 
world, it is situated at the heart of an area with a lot to offer. 
Rotterdam is the perfect start, or end, for a European cruise. Already 
many world-class sea and river cruise ships choose Rotterdam as 
their turnaround point. The dynamics of the waterfront skyline 
and the fascinating state-of-the-art container terminals attract a 
lot of visitors and ship ‘spotters’. The renowned cities harbor tours 
offer a convenient way to discover the beauty of the port.
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Rotterdam’s strategic location has made it one of the most 
attractive business locations in Europe. The city is located at 
the heart of the European market with 500 million consumers. 
Rotterdam has a strong reputation as a leading international 
trading centre for a rich variety of commodities, industrial 
goods and services. With its ‘budget-friendly’ real estate, 
high-speed telecommunications, multi-lingual and high-
skilled workforce, Rotterdam is strengthened as a global city 
for world business.

CREATING VALUE FOR BUSINESS
Rotterdam: home to over 23,000 enterprises, to more than 1,000 
international enterprises, many headquarters, skilled operations 
and enticing start-ups, Rotterdam creates opportunities in a 
continuously energetic business environment. The Chamber of 

ROTTERDAM
WORLD BUSINESS

HOME TO A CONCENTRATION 
OF OVER 23,000 ENTERPRISES, 
INCLUDING MORE THAN 
1,000 INTERNATIONAL 
ENTERPRISES, HEADQUARTERS, 
OPERATIONS AND STARTUPS. 
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Commerce and the World Trade Center in Rotterdam are both part 
of a worldwide network providing access to overseas markets and 
opportunities on every continent of the world. Events are regularly 
organized for the business community in Rotterdam with a scope 
to attract more international business and investors, thereby 
promoting cooperation and creating better value for business. 

HOST OF GLOBAL OPERATING COMPANIES
Some of the largest corporations in the world have operated 
successfully in Rotterdam for years, and the number is increasing 
every year. Rotterdam hosts a large number of multinationals and 
corporate headquarters ranging from the fast-moving consumer 
goods sector to industrial manufacturers and producers. Some 
examples: Unilever, the world’s second largest consumer goods 
producer was established in Rotterdam in 1930. Van Oord, a 
dredging and marine contracting company with a worldwide 
reputation has its global headquarters in Rotterdam. Other global 
names include Coca Cola Enterprises Netherlands, Eastman 
Chemicals, LyondellBasell and Holland America Line. 

EMERGING ECONOMIC CLUSTERS
Rotterdam’s economy is built upon a legacy of strength in 
international shipping, trade and logistics. Many global companies 
representing a multitude of industries and services call Rotterdam 
their ‘home’. The global market place is creating opportunities 
for the development of the economy and, to meet opportunities, 
Rotterdam is paying increased attention to emerging industries 
that will continue to expand and generate profits for future 

generations. The city has unique strengths in emerging economic 
clusters that include business services, health care industries, 
creative industries and energy. 

HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY
Rotterdam is a potential world leader in the health care industry. 
This industry is one of the cornerstones of the Rotterdam economy, 
providing over 50,000 jobs. It ranges from physicians’ private 
practices to hospitals, pharmaceuticals, medical instruments and 
supplies to health insurance, research and testing services. Erasmus 
University Medical Center Rotterdam (Erasmus MC) is the largest 
university medical center in the Netherlands and one of the world’s 
leading research institutes. Rotterdam has the only hospital in the 
Netherlands which is specialized in eye health care, the Rotterdam 
Eye Hospital. This unique blend of strengths offers innovative life 
science start-up companies a solid basis for competitive advantage. 

CREATIVITY STARTS HERE
Creativity lies at heart of innovation. Rotterdam is the home of 
leading designers such as world class lingerie designer Marlies 
Dekkers, internationally renowned men’s wear fashion designer 
Jeroen van Tuyl and world-renowned top architect Rem Koolhaas. 
It produces many other credible players in global creative businesses 
in fields like video games, fashion, artworks, film, education and 
architecture. This inspires to a thriving creative community, which 
embraces all aspects of the creative industries including music, 
art, design, media and gaming. Rotterdam is investing in the 
infrastructure to strengthen this booming industry.
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ROTTERDAM WORLD  
CLIMATE LEADERSHIP

ROTTERDAM’S AIM TO REALIZE A 50% REDUCTION 
OF CO2 EMISSIONS AND TO BECOME 100% CLIMATE 
PROOF WILL ENABLE THE CITY TO MAINTAIN ITS 
INTERNATIONAL TOP POSITION, AND ALLOW 
ROTTERDAM TO BENEFIT FROM THE ECONOMIC 
OPPORTUNITIES THAT ARE CREATED IN THIS CONTEXT. 
ROTTERDAM WILL FURTHER DEVELOP INTO AN 
ATTRACTIVE, CLEAN, ACCESSIBLE AND SAFE PORT CITY.

To a significant extent, Rotterdam owes its good global 
reputation as an international seaport city with a strong 
industry sector to fossil fuels and raw materials. As these 
become scarce, Rotterdam has committed to promoting and 
implementing energy efficiency and other initiatives in order 
to address the challenge of global warming and its climate 
change impact. Rotterdam’s aim to realize a 50% reduction of 
CO2 emissions by 2025, relative to 1990, and to become 100% 
climate proof will enable the city to maintain its international 
top position. Rotterdam will further develop into an even 
more attractive, clean, accessible and safe port city.
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ROTTERDAM CLIMATE INITIATIVE
The Rotterdam Climate Initiative (RCI) is Rotterdam’s response to 
the challenges the Rotterdam region will have to face in the next 
few decades, and the economic opportunities this entails. RCI 
is an initiative of the City of Rotterdam, the Port of Rotterdam, 
Deltalinqs (as representative of the port of Rotterdam and the 
industrial companies in Rotterdam) and DCMR Environmental 
Protection Agency Rijnmond. The four initiators join forces with 
their associates to realize the objectives of the RCI. This is how 
Rotterdam creates a movement in which government, companies, 
knowledge institutes and citizens collaborate. 

50% REDUCTION OF CO2 EMISSIONS
The RCI aims to reduce CO2 emission in different sectors. The 
initiative’s approach is to realize approximately 85% of the reduction 
in the trade and industry sector and in energy supply. The lion’s share 
will be realized through energy efficiency in industry (2% reduction 
annually), sustainable energy (predominantly biomass, clean heat 
and wind energy), and through capture, reuse and storage of CO2. 
The city centre will account for approximately 15% (mainly energy 
conservation in buildings and clean transport). 

100% CLIMATE PROOF
In addition to taking concrete action to reduce emissions, 
Rotterdam is also preparing to adapt to the long-term changes 
caused by climate change. Rotterdam Climate Proof is the climate 
adaptation program of the RCI, which aims to have the city of 
Rotterdam 100% climate proof by 2025. 

INTERNATIONAL TESTING GROUND
Rotterdam has opted for innovation and sustainable development. 
As Europe’s largest energy port, Rotterdam is well qualified to 
begin the energy transition in Stadshavens Rotterdam (Cityports 
Rotterdam). Stadshavens Rotterdam (1,600 hectares), situated 
between the Benelux tunnel and the Erasmus Bridge in the city 
center, is developing into a quality port and an excellent location, 
not only for port and transport related industry, but also for 
innovative businesses and knowledge institutes. Rotterdam is set 
to become the international testing ground for innovative energy 
and water management. 

CONNECTING CITIES
The RCI participates in the C40 Climate Leadership Group, a 
worldwide alliance of large cities collaborating on issues of climate 
change. In this respect, Rotterdam plays a leading role in the 
climate change approach of port cities. For instance, Rotterdam 
collaborates closely with cities such as New York, Shanghai, 
Singapore, Jakarta, Hong Kong, London and New Orleans. This 
collaboration concerns both adaptation (adjustment to climate 
change) and mitigation (reduction of CO2 emissions). Through the 
Rotterdam Climate Proof initiative, seven low-lying metropolises 
have united in the Connecting Delta Cities network. The Delta 
Cities join forces in their mission for innovative adaptation 
strategies, sharing knowledge and best practices to make their 
cities climate proof.
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ROTTERDAM
WORLD EXPERIENCE

ROTTERDAM IS BUSTLING WITH FESTIVAL ACTIVITIES ALL YEAR 
ROUND, FROM SUMMER STREET PARADES, MUSIC AND FILM 
FESTIVALS TO SPORTING EVENTS.
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Rotterdam has a cosmopolitan atmosphere with a multi-
cultural, trendy and energetic power where visitors quickly 
feel at home. Many cultures and tastes are represented 
in Rotterdam’s world of food, shopping, entertainment, 
attractions, museums, festivals and events. Rotterdam is 
bustling with festive energy all year round from summer 
street parades, music and film festivals to sporting events. 

FESTIVALS ALL YEAR LONG
Rotterdam has been recognized as the best festival city in the 
Netherlands, and has been awarded with this title three times in 
the past five years. Rotterdam hosts a variety of festivals ranging 
from small, neighborhood friendly events to citywide festivals. 
The latter, like the Ortel Summer Carnival and the Fit For Free 
Dance Parade, attract hundreds of thousands of visitors every year. 
Rotterdam is also home to world class international festivals like the 
International Film Festival Rotterdam, the North Sea Jazz Festival, 
Bavaria City Racing, World Port Days and the Gergiev Festival.

ROTTERDAM CITY OF SPORTS
Rotterdam has a passion for sports at heart. Whether people like 
to get involved or just watch, there are plenty of opportunities 
to enjoy sports. Rotterdam is home to three professional football 
(soccer) clubs - Feyenoord, Sparta and Excelsior – as well as many 
other sporting clubs that compete at the highest level. Rotterdam 
is a popular stage for great sporting events, such as the ABN 
AMRO (ATP) World Tennis Tournament, the Fortis Marathon 

Rotterdam, Rotterdam Concours Hippique International Officiel 
(CHIO), Rabobank Six Days Track Racing and the World Port 
Baseball Tournament. As host of the EURO 2000 football final, 
UEFA Cup final 2002, World Cup Baseball 2005, Volvo Ocean Race 
2006, World Hockey Men’s Champions Trophy 2008 and World 
Championships Judo 2009, Rotterdam continues to build up its 
impressive reputation in successfully hosting major international 
sports championships. In 2010 Rotterdam is proud to be the host 
of the ‘Grand Départ’ of the Tour de France, the world’s premier 
cycling event, and the World Championships Artistic Gymnastics 
2010 and World Table Tennis Championships 2011. Hosting 
international sporting events is a key part of the Netherlands’ 
international strategy building towards the Olympic Games 2028.

RICH CULTURAL SCENE
The European Union awarded Rotterdam the status of European 
Capital of Culture in 2001. The city offers cultural stimulation 
for every heritage, art and music lover. Rotterdam has its own 
international renowned orchestra, the Rotterdam Philharmonic 
Orchestra led by Yannick Nézet-Séguin, is home to Codarts (university 
of the arts), the Willem de Kooning academy and the World Music 
and Dance Centre. With its wide range of theatres, museums and 
art galleries, Rotterdam offers to a broad palate of taste within 
cultural entertainment. There are several very fascinating museums 
in Rotterdam, including the Boijmans Van Beuningen Museum, the 
Netherlands Architecture Institute, Kunsthal Museum (Modern Art) 
and the Maritime Museum Rotterdam.
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ROTTERDAM
WORLD ARCHITECTURE 
AND DESIGN

WHAT MILAN IS TO FASHION, IS ROTTERDAM TO ARCHITECTURE.
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Increasingly, Rotterdam is to architecture what Milan is 
to fashion. During World War II, most of Rotterdam’s city 
centre was destroyed. After the war, a new urban planning 
with many new builds was created and over the years 
Rotterdam developed into a leading city for cutting-edge 
architecture and design. The Rotterdam skyline is rather 
unique, containing daring architecture, the stylish Erasmus 
bridge and the Euromast tower, combined or each its own 
remarkable landmark. The combination of historical and 
pre-war buildings with unique post-war architecture makes 
Rotterdam even more interesting and charming. 

CITY OF ARCHITECTURE
Post-war urban renewal projects have given Rotterdam its unique 
architectural character. Spacious and functional architecture 
oriented towards the river have evoked the admiration of both 
professionals and tourists alike. The innovative time after the war 
is seen expressed in buildings like the Euromast by H.A. Maaskant, 
the Kunsthal by Rem Koolhaas, the “leaning” KPN tower by Renzo 
Piano, the New Luxor Theatre by Peter Wilson, the Erasmus Bridge 
by Ben van Berkel and, of course, Rotterdam’s famous Cube Houses 
by Piet Blom. Rotterdam celebrated a festive year of architecture 
in 2007 with Rotterdam 2007, City of Architecture. Furthermore, 
the city is the home base of the International Architecture 
Biennale Rotterdam (IABR), an international event of exhibitions, 
conferences, lectures and other activities devoted to themes in the 
field of architecture and urbanism.

INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION
Rotterdam is home to architecture firms and design museums, 
some of which are considered the most outstanding in the world. 
The city’s creative atmosphere and the international reputation of 
firms such as MVRDV, OMA and West 8 as well as institutes such 
as the Netherlands Architecture Institute and the Berlage institute 
attract a great deal of attention from all over the world. 

DESIGNED IN ROTTERDAM
Top designers from Rotterdam are currently creating quite a stir 
on the international scene, representing successful examples of 
Dutch Design. Well known designs are ‘Designed in Rotterdam’ by 
the city’s designers and include the Treetrunk bench by Jurgen Bey, 
the ‘No sign of design’-furniture by Richard Hutten, Black Money 
Vase by Chris Kabel, the Random Light by Bertjan Pot, Tableware 
by Vincent de Rijk, The Honeycomb Vaze by Tomás Gabzdil and 
pieces of furniture by Joep van Lieshout.

DESIGN, THE DRIVE FOR INNOVATION
Design is positioned as the drive for innovation and is integrated 
into all aspects of business, art, culture and technology. In order 
to promote and raise the profile of Rotterdam’s designers to 
contribute to Rotterdam’s design excellence and to raise business 
and public awareness of the value of design, the Design Platform 
Rotterdam was established in 2008. This platform is aimed at 
bringing different players from the design industry together: 
business (designers and industry users), expertise and education.
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ROTTERDAM
WORLD
PLACE TO LIVE

ROTTERDAM IS A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE,  
LEARN, WORK AND RELAX.
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Well known for being a vibrant international logistics and 
business hub, Rotterdam has successfully combined its 
industrial heritage with modern urban culture to emerge as 
an exciting city that is full of life. Rotterdam is a great place 
to live, learn, work and have fun. A place where people are 
friendly, the diversity of cultures and lifestyles is embraced, 
where much attention is given to a clean, safe and green 
environment, talents are developed and where the wide-
range of leisure activities can meet any palate of taste. 

EXPATRIATE COMMUNITY
With its international appeal, ‘budget-friendly’ property prices and 
friendly people, Rotterdam has what it takes to attract expatriates 
looking for a new life abroad. The city has a wide array of international 
schools teaching in English, Chinese, Japanese and Korean. These 
schools include the Rotterdam International Secondary School 
Wolfert van Borselen. They have bilingual (English-Dutch) teaching 
and college level. The American International School of Rotterdam 
provides a complete, internationally recognized and accredited 
curriculum.

APPEALING TO YOUNG PROFESSIONALS
Knowledge is the key to fuelling the growth of business and 
competitiveness. Rotterdam is home to nine institutions of higher 
education: Artemis Fashion Academy, Willem de Kooning Academy, 
Eurocollege, Codarts, Islamic University Rotterdam, Rotterdam 

University for applied sciences, Inholland University, Shipping and 
Transport College (MBA accredited) and the Erasmus University 
Rotterdam (EUR). The Rotterdam School of Management (RSM), 
the business school of the EUR, is one of world’s leading business 
schools, offering world-class MBA programs. 

GREEN AREAS
Rotterdam has some beautiful green areas to enjoy and it is actually 
the greenest of the four largest cities in the Netherlands. In fact, 
Rotterdam has more than 2,000 hectares of public parks and 
gardens such as the Kralingse Bos, Euromast Park, Trompenburg 
Arboretum, Zuiderpark and Vroesenpark, which makes Rotterdam 
a great city for fans of the outdoors. The city is surrounded by 
beautiful countryside and is within easy reach of the sea. Rotterdam 
has its own beach called the Hoek van Holland beach. 

LIVELY URBAN INTERACTION
Rotterdam offers a variety of housing, providing homes for every 
taste. Living accommodation includes everything from iconic 
skyscrapers to family homes with gardens. Anything from homes in 
the city center, near the waterfront, to housing in newly developed 
residential urban areas. All areas are well connected by a varied 
bicycle network and an extensive public and private transportation 
network which includes subways, buses, trams, the light-railway, 
water taxis, ferries and taxis and gives easy access to the various 
commercial and shopping centers.
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WORLD CONNECTIONS

City of Rotterdam
Rotterdam Municipal Archives
+31 (0)10 243 45 67
www.rotterdam.nl

City of Rotterdam
Department of International Relations
+31 (0)10 417 20 13
www.rotterdam.nl

Rotterdam Airport
+31 (0)10 446 34 44
www.rotterdam-airport.nl

Rotterdam Central Station
+31 (0)10 240 38 00
www.rotterdamcentraal.nl

WORLD PORT

Port of Rotterdam
+31 (0)10 252 10 10
www.portofrotterdam.com

Rotterdam Port Promotion Council
+31 (0)10 205 23 80
www.rppc.nl

Deltalinqs
+31 (0)10 402 03 99
www.deltalinqs.nl

Portbase
+31 (0)10 252 22 00
www.portbase.com

Stadshavens Rotterdam  
(City Ports Rotterdam)
+31 (0)10 283 30 00
www.stadshavensrotterdam.com

Cruise Port Rotterdam
+31 (0)10 486 07 24
www.cruiseportrotterdam.com

Spido Harbour Tours
+31 (0)10 275 99 88
www.spido.nl

WORLD BUSINESS

Rotterdam Investment Agency, City of 
Rotterdam, Rotterdam Development 
Corporation
+31 (0)10 205 28 25
www.rotterdam.nl

Rotterdam Commercial Representative  
Office (RCRO) Shanghai
+86 (0)21 624 73 771
www.rcro.com

Chamber of Commerce Rotterdam
+31 (0)10 402 77 77
www.rotterdam.kvk.nl

World Trade Center Rotterdam
+31 (0)10 405 44 44
www.wtcrotterdam.nl

Economic Development Board Rotterdam
+31 (0)10 205 35 60
www.edbr.nl and www.iabrotterdam.nl

Rotterdam Media Fund
+31 (0)10 436 07 47
www.rmf.rotterdam.nl
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Rotterdam Media Commision
+31 (0)10 221 40 80
www.rmc.rotterdam.nl

Erasmus MC
+31 (0)10 704 07 04
www.erasmusmc.nl

Rotterdam Eye Hospital
+31 (0)10 401 77 09
www.eyehospital.nl

WORLD CLIMATE LEADERSHIP

Rotterdam Climate Initiative
+31 (0)10 205 37 45
www.rotterdamclimateinitiative.nl

WORLD EXPERIENCE

Rotterdam Marketing
+31 (0)10 205 15 00
www.rotterdam.info

Rotterdam Festivals
+ 31 (0)10 433 25 11
www.rotterdamfestivals.com

Rotterdam Topsport
+31 (0)10 497 12 12
www.rotterdamtopsport.nl

Art & Culture, City of Rotterdam
Department of Cultural Affairs
+31 (0)10 217 90 01
www.rotterdam.nl

WORLD ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN

Netherlands Architecture Institute
+ 31 (0)10 440 12 00
www.nai.nl

Airfoundation
+31 (0)10 280 97 00
www.airfoundation.nl

Rotterdam Archiguides
+31 (0)10 433 22 31
www.rotterdam-archiguides.nl

Design Platform Rotterdam
www.designplatformrotterdam.nl  
(Dutch only)

WORLD PLACE TO LIVE

Rotterdam Expat desk, City of Rotterdam
Rotterdam Development Corporation
+31 (0)10 205 28 29
www.rotterdam.nl

City Information Centre, City of Rotterdam
Department of Planning and Housing
+31 (0)14 010
www.rotterdam.nl

 

CONTACT US
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Colophon

Rotterdam World Story

Graphic design: Euro RSCG Bikker, Rotterdam

Chief Marketing Office Rotterdam

E.  worldbrand@cmo.rotterdam.nl
W. www.rotterdam.nl/rotterdamworldbrand
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